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Abstract Scholars of civil conflict have long recognized the importance of state
strength in the suppression of nascent insurgencies+ However, previous empirical inves-
tigations have generally focused on the material and coercive dimensions of state
power, obscuring the critical role played by the generation of widespread voluntary
compliance through processes of political communication, that is, the production of
“soft power+” In contrast, in this article I focus on a factor—mass communication
technology—that can enhance state capacity only by strengthening the state’s ability
to broadly and publicly disseminate political messages+ I argue that the enhanced
capacities for large-scale normative influence generated by mass communication tech-
nologies can be expected to produce substantial barriers to the mobilization of
militarized challenges to state rule, by strengthening economies of scale in the mar-
ketplace of ideas+ Utilizing newly compiled cross-national data on mass media access-
ibility in the post–World War II period, I show that densely constituted mass media
systems dramatically reduce the probability of large-scale civil violence, thereby pro-
viding new evidence for the fundamental importance of nonmaterial state capacities
in the suppression of internal armed conflicts+

Few concepts have been more fundamental to the contemporary literature on civil
conflict than the role of “state strength” in the production of stable, sovereign pol-
ities+1 Indeed, a central point of consensus in modern conflict studies is that chal-
lenges to state sovereignty are more likely to arise in political contexts characterized
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by “state weakness+”2 While such conflicts are characterized by diverse historical
legacies, the observation of large-scale violence between state and insurgent forces
represents, at the very least, a clear sign that a state’s influence has failed to reach
significant portions of the population and territory it claims to govern+3 Insurgency,
rebellion, and other forms of collective antistate violence are thus generally char-
acterized as forms of political action that reflect fundamental weaknesses in a state’s
ability to buy off or coerce would-be challengers+4

While this work has revealed many of the foundational mechanisms underlying
the production of civil warfare, much of the literature on insurgent mobilization
and suppression has been characterized by an overly narrow approach to the con-
cept of state strength, which has focused almost exclusively on elements of so-called
“hard power+” In particular, the empirical operationalizations of state strength uti-
lized in the quantitative literature on civil war have generally relied on measures
of economic advancement, such as gross domestic product ~GDP! per capita, as
proxies for state effectiveness+ Different causal interpretations have been attached
to such findings, with some authors focusing on the utilization of these material
resources as “sticks” to coerce compliance, and with others focusing on their uti-
lization as “carrots” to purchase compliance+ However, within the confines of this
debate, an important point has been missed: states do not rely exclusively on car-
rots and sticks to suppress the mobilization of nascent insurgencies+ They also
rely on emotionally charged messages to induce voluntary compliance with state
rule+ That is, state capacity is premised—at least in part—on the normative power
of communication+

In making this argument for the importance of normative influence—that is,
“soft power”—in the context of militarized challenges to state sovereignty, I draw
both on theorists of international politics who have critiqued the field’s tendency
to equate state power with material power,5 and on theorists of modern national-
ism, who have highlighted the crucial role played by mass communication tech-
nologies in the production of unified and stable polities+6 These authors correctly
note that while force and wealth have always been vital tools of state-building,
modern states are also built on a foundation of symbolic capacities: technologies
that enable leaders to more effectively communicate normative demands for state
loyalty and national unity, and thereby to more reliably suppress the emergence of
militarized challengers+

Central to this account are mass media technologies that allow political elites to
broadly and publicly disseminate political messages to their citizenry; messages
that consist of images, narratives, and other symbols designed to characterize state
authority as beneficial and just, thereby inducing voluntary compliance with state

2+ See Sobek 2010; Fearon and Laitin 2003; and Collier and Hoeffler 2004+
3+ See Kalyvas 2006; and Tilly 2003+
4+ See Fjelde and De Soysa 2009; Fearon 2005; Fjelde 2009; and Humphreys 2005+
5+ See Nye 1990 and 2004; Wendt 1999; and Lake 2009+
6+ See Deutsch 1953; and Anderson 1991+
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dictates+ I argue that strong mass media infrastructures dramatically lower the pro-
duction cost of such normative influence, while at the same time generating pow-
erful economies of scale in the development of political loyalties+As a result, strong
mass media systems should be expected to produce substantial barriers to the mobi-
lization of insurgent forces challenging state rule+

In other words, the mechanisms available to states for producing stability and
sovereignty are not exhausted by the material tools of force and wealth+ Utilizing
newly compiled global data on mass media accessibility in the post–World War II
period, I show that this second face of state power—soft power—is a crucial com-
ponent of state influence and control, even in the life-or-death context of insurgent
warfare+ Contrary to much of the conventional wisdom in the field, this statistical
evidence demonstrates that mass media infrastructure represents one of the most
powerful forces for peace and stability yet observed in the modern world, produc-
ing more than a tenfold decrease in a country’s likelihood of experiencing the onset
of civil war+Moreover, through a combination of standard regression analysis, non-
parametric tests of predictive accuracy, Bayesian model averaging, and optimized
matching estimators, I show that the pacifying effect of mass media technology
cannot be attributed to material capacities, economic development, or social mod-
ernization, and in fact is one of the most robust relationships yet identified in the
quantitative literature on civil conflict+ By demonstrating the uniquely powerful
effects of a factor that can only enhance a state’s strength by increasing its ability
to communicate broadly, I seek to provide new evidence for the fundamental import-
ance of nonmaterial state capacities; evidence, that is, for a form of state influ-
ence that arises not through the dissemination of dollars or bullets, but through
the dissemination of symbols+

Existing Approaches to State Strength

Many have recognized the importance of state capacity in understanding the emer-
gence of armed conflict between states and nonstate actors+7 While the approaches
to conceptualizing state strength have varied widely, most treatments in the quan-
titative literature on civil conflict have tended to rely on measures of economic
development ~that is, GDP per capita!+8 Fearon and Laitin in particular have argued
that GDP per capita is negatively related to the probability of civil war onset because
it serves as a useful proxy for a state’s capacity to project coercive force+9 States
with greater levels of material resources, they argue, can use their military lever-

7+ See Benson and Kugler 1998; Buhaug 2006; Buhaug, Gates, and Lujala 2009; Gleditsch 2007;
Fearon and Laitin 2003; Fjelde and De Soysa 2009; Hendrix 2010; Lacina 2006; and Thies 2010+
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age to deter the mobilization of insurgent forces, and to field more effective coun-
terinsurgency campaigns+ This focus on coercive force as the locus of state strength
reflects a central tradition in international relations scholarship10 that highlights
the use of material resources to achieve an internal monopoly on the deployment
of collective violence, suppressing the emergence of domestic security dilemmas
by increasing the expected costs of rebellion+ It also reflects a major strand of
work in political sociology11 that highlights the importance of coercive instru-
ments of surveillance, deterrence, and outright force in the development of effec-
tive state institutions+

In contrast, Collier and Hoeffler have claimed that GDP per capita is actually
capturing, not coercive capacities, but rather the economic capacity to compete
for the labor of rebel recruits+12 Their argument thus mirrors the cost-benefit logic
above but reverses its direction: rather than preventing conflict by increasing the
costs of rebellion, material resources are said to prevent conflict by increasing the
benefits of the alternatives to rebellion+ This focus on the use of material resources
to purchase internal peace follows in the footsteps of a large body of work in
international relations and comparative politics that emphasizes the provision of
goods by the state to gain support from politically relevant communities+13 Thus,
while some portions of the field have focused on the state’s provision of “bads”
~that is, sanctions!, and others have focused on the state’s provision of “goods”
~that is, inducements!, the conceptualizations of state power that have under-
pinned our quantitative analyses have generally been limited to mechanisms rooted
in the deployment of material capacities+14

While a number of important insights have been gained through these approaches,
such attempts to quantify state capacity have also faced two key difficulties+ First,
the reliance on aggregate measures of economic advancement creates a problem
of observational equivalence between the mechanisms proposed in the literature+
The negative relationship between GDP per capita and civil conflict could repre-
sent state success in coercing compliance just as easily as it could represent state
success in purchasing compliance, or any number of alternative mechanisms+ Thus,
while such measures can demonstrate that state capacity is important, they cannot
reveal how state capacity operates+ Second, and more fundamentally, previous
attempts to quantify state capacity have been rooted in an overly narrow concep-
tualization of the mechanisms of political influence, a conceptualization that assumes
a state’s power is equivalent to its material power+

10+ See Posen 1993; Kaufmann 1996; and Fearon 2008+
11+ See Herbst 2000 and 2004; and Tilly 1992 and 2003+ For a trenchant analysis of the dynamics

of state coercive repression, see also Davenport 2007a and 2007b+
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13+ See Azam 1995; Azam and Mesnard 2003; Bueno de Mesquita et al+ 2003; Buhaug 2006; and

Gandhi and Przeworski 2006+
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Let us define political power quite simply as the capacity to influence the actions
of others; that is, the capacity to produce behaviors in others that would not other-
wise have been observed+15 State strength, in this sense, is then simply a state’s
capacity to influence the behavior of individuals or groups, most basically by
preventing their use of violence against the state and against each other+16 In pur-
suing this most fundamental of goals, it is quite obvious that one of the most
basic tools available to states is the use of material resources to manipulate the
expected costs and benefits of particular political actions, especially to raise the
costs and lower the benefits of collective violence+ However, we would do well
to remember the admonition of Barnett and Duvall, that “scholars should be atten-
tive to a range of technologies and mechanisms as they consider how one actor
is able to directly control the conditions of behavior of another actor+”17 In fact,
the mechanisms of state power are not exhausted by the creation of material costs
and material benefits+ State influence is exercised, not only through the deploy-
ment of force ~“sticks”! and wealth ~“carrots”!, but also through the deployment
of symbols+

It is this fundamental immateriality of modern state power that lies at the root
of Nye’s famous division between “hard power” and “soft power” in the realm of
international politics+18 According to Nye, the co-optive influence of soft power is
rooted in the generation of “attraction”; a form of normative influence, which is
conceptually quite distinct from the application of coercion or payments+19 Rather
than relying on costs and benefits, soft power is derived from an agent’s ability to
lead others to “develop preferences or define their interests in ways consistent with
its own+”20 It is, in other words, the capacity to make others “want what you
want+”21

This basic distinction between the materiality of hard power and the immaterial-
ity of soft power has a long history in the study of international relations+ Indeed,
it can be traced at least as far back as Carr, who argued for a similar distinction
between “propaganda power,” which is derived from the normative opinions of
mass publics, as opposed to “military power” and “economic power,” which are
derived from the deployment of violent and nonviolent sanctions+22 It is also a
close relative of what Lukes has called the “third dimension” of power: the ability
to secure the compliance of others by shaping their values, preferences, and
beliefs+23 In this sense, Nye’s argument is rooted in the constructivist distinction
between a “logic of consequences,” in which behaviors are chosen according to

15+ See Lukes 1974 and 2005; and Baldwin 1985+
16+ See Weber 1998; and Waltz 1979+
17+ Barnett and Duvall 2005, 50+
18+ Nye 1990 and 2004+
19+ Nye 2004, 5+
20+ Nye 1990, 168+
21+ Ibid+, 167+
22+ Carr 1964+
23+ Lukes 1974 and 2005+
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their expected costs and benefits, and a “logic of appropriateness,” in which behav-
iors are chosen according to their perceived rightfulness and legitimacy+24

Although they used different terminologies, each of these thinkers recognized
that citizens do not comply with state dictates merely because they fear the con-
sequences of disobedience+ They also comply because they believe that disobedi-
ence is wrong, and believe that many others join them in this feeling+ There is
thus enormous political influence to be achieved through the manipulation of nor-
mative ideas+ As Goldstein and Keohane argued, to exercise influence over such
ideas is to exercise influence over the “road maps” that guide actors towards par-
ticular definitions of right and wrong+25 Influence, in other words, over what counts
in the normative evaluation of behavior+26

As a result, the competitive dynamics surrounding the emergence of challenges
to state sovereignty cannot be reduced to the operation of material forces alone+
Recall that Weber’s oft-cited definition of state sovereignty referred to the achieve-
ment, not of a monopoly on the use of force, but a monopoly on the “legitimate”
use of force+27 Weber recognized that while no state would ever quash all instances
of internal violence, successful states could facilitate the production of collective
values that would render physical aggression against state forces unacceptable to
large portions of the population and thus limit the scope of any attempts to fuel
the eruption of antistate violence+28 In other words, those living under the aus-
pices of successful states refrain from challenges to state sovereignty because their
social roles have been constituted in a symbolic environment that effectively char-
acterizes political violence as normatively unacceptable+29

This analysis parallels Krasner’s distinction between mechanisms of “control,”
those limited forms of influence that can be produced through the application of
brute force; and mechanisms of “authority,” which achieve greater compliance at
lower cost through the generation of “legitimacy+”30 According to this view of
state power, legitimacy represents a nonmaterial form of state capacity that arises
when states succeed in inculcating in their citizens a “mutually recognized right”
to demand popular compliance with state dictates+31 In Lake’s apt terms: “Legiti-
macy is the bridge between compulsion and choice, the alchemist’s dross through
which pure coercion is transformed into rightful rule or authority+”32

In other words, Mao was wrong to claim that political power stems exclusively
from the “barrel of a gun+” Rather, the legitimacy of appeals to state loyalty must

24+ March and Olsen 1998+
25+ Goldstein and Keohane 1993+
26+ See Keck and Sikkink 1998; and Risse, Ropp, and Sikkink 1999+
27+ Weber 1998, 78+
28+ Easton 1957+
29+ See Adler and Barnett 1998; and Wendt 1999+
30+ Krasner 1999+
31+ Ibid+, 10+ See also Levi 1988 and 2006, describing effective state rule as the production of “quasi-

voluntary compliance+” For a review of the literature surrounding the concept of legitimacy in inter-
national relations, see Hurd 1999+

32+ Lake 2009, 333+
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be spoken into existence, on the basis of images, narratives, and other symbols
that at least some portion of the population are willing to accept as valid interpre-
tations of their lived realties+ It is through this “alchemy” that political communi-
cation produces, maintains, and transforms prevailing visions of the political regime
and the political community+ As Smith argues, such messages

work essentially as persuasive historical stories that prompt people to embrace
the valorized identities, play the stirring roles, and have fulfilling experiences
that political leaders strive to evoke for them, whether through arguments,
rhetoric, symbols, or “stories” of a more obvious and familiar sort+33

Indeed, this seems to be the defining feature of soft power: precisely because of
its inherently immaterial character, soft power can only be exercised through mech-
anisms of communication+ That is, soft power can arise only when a particular
pattern of political communication causes it to be felt+

Herein, then, lies the fundamental difficulty facing researchers who would sub-
ject this second face of state power to quantitative empirical scrutiny: because it
originates in the emotional content of diverse political messages, the operations of
soft power are inherently difficult to observe and quantify on a global basis+ How-
ever, such difficulties need not lead us to abandon the pursuit of systematic, global
research on the effects of soft power+ Rather, we can study the effects of political
ideas by measuring variation in the conditions of their production and dissemina-
tion, especially those provided by modern technologies of mass communication+
In other words, we can move forward effectively by applying a structural empiri-
cal approach to constructivist theoretical concepts+

Mass Communication and the Mass Production
of Political Loyalties

The theoretical linkage between technologies of mass communication and the pro-
duction of state loyalty has a long history in the sociological literature on the devel-
opment of nationalism in modern Europe+ One of the most prominent descriptions
of this relationship was given by Deutsch, who famously claimed that boundaries
between national communities were defined first and foremost by “relative barri-
ers to communication” that function to heighten the social and political relevance
of national cleavages, while lowering the salience of subnational and extra-national
commitments+34 Deutsch correctly recognized that the production of compliance
in modern states, even in highly authoritarian settings, relied extensively on the
use of communication to produce voluntary attachments+35 In this way, modern
national states—those that arose over the course of the nineteenth and twentieth

33+ Smith 2003, 44– 45+
34+ Deutsch 1953, 22+
35+ See Deutsch 1953 and 1966; and Mann 1986+
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centuries—represented a fundamental shift in the “technology of statecraft” through
which states secured the loyalties of those living within their boundaries+36 As
Snyder notes, before this period “it hardly mattered that monarchs and subjects
often spoke different languages and lacked a common national identity,” because
states and would-be states competed primarily on the grounds of material resource
extraction and physical coercion+37 However, by the late eighteenth century, states
were coming to rely increasingly on the generation of influence through the mass
production of political loyalties; that is, through the production of a widespread
willingness to fight and die for an imagined nation+38

It is no coincidence that this transition began at precisely the same historical
moment that the development of cheap commercial printing technologies and long-
distance trade routes were fundamentally altering the costs of engaging in mass
communication on a truly national scale+ Snyder claims that the particular bundle
of ideas that came to be labeled “nationalism” rose to ascendance at this moment
because such fundamental technological shifts led it to become a newly “valu-
able commodity in the marketplace of ideas+”39 That is, he argues that shifts in
technology—especially communication technology—were important, not because
they altered ideas directly, but because they altered the structural forces operat-
ing on the competitive production and dissemination of ideas by political actors+
In applying the logic of the “marketplace” to the realm of normative ideas, Sny-
der thus recognized that while normative influence is always subject to contesta-
tion by a diverse array of actors, there are nevertheless strong patterns that can
be observed in aggregate behavior; patterns generated by the incentives facing
competing producers of symbolic attachments+

Following in the footsteps of this structural logic, I argue that the introduction
and expansion of technologies of mass communication—such as television, radio,
and newsprint—can be expected to inhibit the mobilization of violent challenges
to state sovereignty by increasing the ease with which collective loyalties can be
constituted on a national scale+ In other words, mass media technologies facilitate
the maintenance of stability and sovereignty by altering the structural forces oper-
ating on the production and dissemination of normative appeals to national unity
and state loyalty+More specifically, I propose that mass media technologies enhance
the production of normative political influence by states in two key ways: ~1! by
lowering costs of production, and ~2! by strengthening economies of scale+ I exam-
ine each in turn+

To fix ideas, suppose that state influence, I, is generated through a two-input
production function that combines efforts devoted to mechanisms of material influ-
ence, M, and efforts devoted to mechanisms of normative influence, N:

36+ Cederman, Warren, and Sornette 2011, 609+
37+ See Snyder 2000, 46; and Gellner 1983+
38+ See Anderson 1991; and Mann 1986+
39+ Snyder 2000, 46+ Along similar lines, see Price 1995 and 2002, describing political competition

as a “market for loyalties+”
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I � M aN b

The Cobb-Douglas functional form captures the assumption that these two tech-
nologies of influence are mutually reinforcing, and that neither can be effective if
the other is completely absent, while the a and b parameters govern the respon-
siveness of the influence production function to increases in M and N respectively+
In economics, it is generally assumed that most production technologies will be
characterized by declining marginal returns, that is, a,b � 1, meaning that each
additional unit of effort devoted to a particular technology will generate less out-
put than the previous unit+ Let us suppose further that the state has some finite
level of effort, E, that represents the maximum quantity of resources that it can
devote to the production of influence+ This implies that the state faces a “budget
constraint,” of the following form:

E � cM M � cN N

where cM and cN represent respectively the relative “costs” of each additional unit
of “effort” devoted to material and normative technologies of influence+

To see how the generation of influence through domestic soft power would be
affected by the introduction of mass media technologies, consider first the effects
of expanding mass media accessibility on the production costs of normative influ-
ence, cN + As noted above, normative influence necessarily occurs through acts of
communication; that is, through repeated instances of exposure to images, narra-
tives, and other symbols that highlight particular dimensions of a situation rather
than others, and thereby incline actors to define emotion-laden categories—that
is, “right” versus “wrong” or “us” versus “them”—in ways that are congruent with
the interests of the influencer+ As rates of mass media receivership increase within
a society, the most basic political impact thus concerns the sheer reproducibility
of political messages and symbols+ In the absence of mass media infrastructure,
political leaders and would-be leaders must physically travel to numerous small-
scale venues to disseminate their political messages+ In contrast, with thousands
of flickering screens dotting the hinterland, or thousands of newspapers dotting
city corners, each instance of state authority-making can be instantly and effort-
lessly reproduced for thousands of citizens in far-flung corners of the country+40

Whatever the nature of such communicative influence, there can be little doubt
that it would be increased by greater rates of dissemination+ With each new tele-
vision watcher, radio listener, or newspaper reader that is added to the network,
the per-unit cost, cN , of producing each individual-level instance of normative influ-
ence is thus necessarily decreased+ In other words, we should expect that mass
media technologies will lower the production costs of normative influence+

40+ Briggs and Burke 2002+
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Taken alone, this principle may at first glance appear to be a sufficient justifi-
cation for the expectation that mass media technologies would produce barriers to
insurgent mobilization+ If normative influence can be produced at lower cost, then
the quantity of normative influence produced by the state should increase, and the
likelihood of effective challenges to state sovereignty should decrease+ However,
it is important to remember that in arenas characterized by political conflict, this
process of normative influence is necessarily rife with competition and rivalry:

Because no political community is simply natural and all are products of con-
testation and compromises, the politics of people-making, involving both force
and stories, is always an ongoing as well as competitive politics, even within
apparently well-established and unified political communities + + + Inside and
outside every political community, in rival political parties, in civil associa-
tions, in ethnic minorities, and in neighboring regimes, there are always rival
would-be leaders+41

As Smith reminds us, political ideas do not arise of their own volition, nor do they
arise in isolation+ They are deployed strategically by both leaders and would-be
leaders, who use images, narratives, and other symbols to encourage recipients to
jointly imagine themselves as members of a particular abstract collective, and
thereby convince them of the legitimacy of the joint sacrifices they make on that
basis+

In the production of political loyalties, states thus face a wide variety of chal-
lengers+ Rather than a single “firm” ~that is, the state! simply seeking to maximize
its production of influence, we instead find a complex ecology of rival producers,
promoting a wide diversity of normative agendas+ Given the competitive nature of
this environment, the aggregate effects of a decrease in the cost of normative influ-
ence are less clear than they appear at first glance+ In principle, such a decrease in
cost could benefit the production of anti-state messages just as much as it benefits
the production of pro-state messages+ Especially in a context of contested sover-
eignty, in which insurgents can be expected to utilize mass media technologies to
disseminate normative appeals that contradict those issued by the state, we would
therefore have no reason to expect that a decrease in cN would increase the “mar-
ket share” of the state’s production of influence, relative to the influence of its
challengers+

Why then, would a strong mass media system aid the state more than its com-
petitors? The answer lies in what could be called the “second-order” effects of
mass media technologies+ Consider Anderson’s claim that the “unified fields of
exchange and communication” made possible by mass printing technologies in
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, were “the embryo of the nationally imag-
ined community+”42 He argues that the invention of the world’s first mass commu-

41+ See Smith 2003, 53; and Gould 1995+
42+ Anderson 1991, 44+
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nication technology facilitated the production of national loyalties, not simply
because of an increased ease of message dissemination, but rather because the
daily consumption of normative political messages through such media repre-
sented an “extraordinary mass ceremony,” in which “each communicant is well
aware that the ceremony he performs is being replicated simultaneously by thou-
sands ~or millions! of others+”43 Mass communication technologies thus make it
possible for a mass audience to be addressed collectively, thereby offering the nation
“an image of itself + + + as a knowable community+”44

Anderson recognized that because the national community is composed of thou-
sands or millions of members whom a given individual will never have the oppor-
tunity to meet face-to-face, it is only through the collective nature of such mass
rituals that widely dispersed individuals could be brought to congruent notions
of their shared identities and values+ In other words, as experimental work in
social psychology has repeatedly shown, political messages tend to achieve greater
normative impacts when they are perceived to have been more widely dissemi-
nated+45 Indeed, this is precisely why mass media technologies—such as news-
papers, radios, and televisions—represent such powerful vehicles for normative
influence+46 The synchronized and public nature of mass communication technol-
ogies allow leaders to convert nationalist images, narratives, and symbols into
elements of “common knowledge,” which are known by all to have been seen by
all, and which thereby achieve even greater normative impact+47 This positive
interdependence in the reception of normative appeals implies that the symbolic
capacities generated by mass media technologies will be subject to increasing
marginal returns, as every additional recipient added to the network increases the
medium’s potential impact for all other recipients+48 That is, we should expect
that mass media technologies will strengthen economies of scale in the produc-
tion of normative influence+

In terms of the expressions given here, this means that expanded access to mass
media infrastructure will be associated, not only with a reduction in the per-unit
cost of normative influence, cN , but also with an increase in the returns-to-scale of
normative influence, such that b � 1+ In other words, mass media technologies
make it possible for each additional unit of effort devoted to normative influence
to generate greater output than the previous unit, to a degree that increases with
the density of mass media reception+ This means that as mass media access expands
within a society, large-scale producers of normative influence ~that is, states! will

43+ Ibid+, 35+
44+ Morley and Robins 1995, 66+ Chayko 2002 refers to this as a “community of the mind+” Many

others have also argued for the nationally unifying effects of mass media technology, including
Schlesinger 1991; Calhoun 1991; and Servaes 1997+ On this point, see also Meyrowitz 1985 and 1997+

45+ See Mutz 1998; and Chwe 1998+
46+ Zaller 1992+
47+ Chwe 2001+
48+ In economic terms, one might say that normative influence through mass media technologies is

subject to “positive consumption externalities+” Katz and Shapiro 1985+
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be increasingly favored in their competition with small-scale producers ~that is,
would-be states!+49 This second-order strengthening of the technologies of norma-
tive influence also implies that strong mass media systems, because they can reach
a greater proportion of the population, will generate more powerful incentives for
the production of normative appeals that are capable of achieving widespread pop-
ular acceptance+ Mass media technologies thus function to tilt the normative play-
ing field in favor of broad claims to national unity and state loyalty+ As a result,
even in a competitive context characterized by numerous potential challengers to
state authority, states will increasingly be favored over their challengers in the
production of normative influence+

Taken together, these two principles—decreased costs of production and increased
economies of scale—thus imply that basic patterns of political conflict will be
strongly conditioned by cross-national variation in the strength of mass media sys-
tems+ In particular, because mass media systems that reach a greater proportion of
the population can be expected to lower production costs and strengthen econo-
mies of scale in the generation of normative influence, we should also expect such
systems to facilitate the maintenance of state sovereignty and stability+ By focus-
ing attention on the causal effects of variation in mass communication infrastruc-
ture, I seek to show that state power can be enhanced by a factor whose presence
is easily measurable and quantifiable, but whose effects could only originate in
nonmaterial mechanisms+50 TV screens cannot transmit bullets, and they cannot
transmit dollars; they can only transmit symbols+ Mass media technologies thus
offer an opportunity to cleanly isolate the generation of soft power through vol-
untary communication+

Moreover, by focusing on civil war as the outcome of interest, I position the
analysis in what many would consider a “difficult” arena for the demonstration of
the causal effects of “mere” communication+ In doing so, I seek to show that the
effects of soft power are not simply a matter of cultural window dressing, and that
patterns of communication exercise enormously powerful effects even in the con-
text of a life-or-death struggle for state existence+ Patterns of communication are,
in other words, central to patterns of human security+ Furthermore, the focus on
civil war allows me to sidestep what would otherwise be a thorny empirical issue:
the problem of identifying what counts as “success” in the production of state
influence+ Because the desire to not be challenged militarily is universal to all
states, the outbreak of civil war represents an unambiguous signal that a state lacks
the capacity to satisfy even its most basic desires for compliance+ It is therefore an
ideal empirical indicator of the failure of state power+

49+ See Katz and Shapiro 1985, for an analysis of the competitive equilibria that arise in the context
of the increasing returns-to-scale of mass media technologies+ See Norton and Norton 1986, for empir-
ical evidence that newspaper production is characterized by positive economies of scale+ For an analy-
sis of the importance of increasing returns in political competition, see Pierson 2000+

50+ For an incisive analysis of “social” influence processes in civil conflict, see Wood 2003 and
2008+
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The theoretical account presented here implies that states with high levels of
mass media accessibility will be more effective producers of normative influence—
that is, soft power—relative to their challengers, and will therefore be less likely
to experience the emergence of effective militarized challenges to state sover-
eignty+ Civil warfare should, in other words, be seen as a form of collective action
that is structurally facilitated not only by material weakness on the part of the
state, but also by symbolic weakness+ This leads directly to the main hypothesis:

H1: Ceteris paribus, states with high levels of media accessibility will be less likely
to experience the onset of civil war.

Of course, it will not have escaped the notice of some readers that the perspec-
tive advanced in this article stands at odds with the claims generally found in
recent qualitative work on the relationship between mass communication and col-
lective violence+ Examinations of hateful and inflammatory mass media messages
in Rwanda, Yugoslavia, and elsewhere have repeatedly found that discourses of
ethnification fanned the flames of divisive nationalist sentiments that became the
rallying cries for all variety of barbarous massacres and the bloody deaths of thou-
sands of civilians+51 Such analyses have convinced many that the mass media should
be viewed as one of the primary culprits in fomenting intergroup divisions and
animosities+52 The problem is that these conclusions have generally rested on ques-
tionable evidentiary foundations+ Because they have essentially selected their cases
on the dependent variable, these studies of the relationship between mass media
and mass violence observe mass communication behavior only in those countries
that are experiencing the outbreak of large-scale civil conflict+ It should hardly be
surprising that in the midst of brutal civil wars the mass media have frequently
been observed to transmit inflammatory messages+ However, this observation does
not constitute evidence that mass media systems are generally inclined to the pro-
motion of collective violence, nor does it provide any insight into the factors that
allow some countries to avoid the outbreak of such conflict in the first place+ In
the following section, I show that expanding our focus to the full universe of cases
reveals quite a different picture+ In fact, consistent with the theory of normative
influence presented earlier, this macro-level evidence demonstrates that mass media
technologies represent some of the most powerful forces for peace and stability
yet observed in the modern world+

51+ See Des Forges 1999; Metzl 1997; Miloševic 1997; Gagnon 1994095; Thompson 1999; Brass
1997; and Tambiah 1997+

52+ Important exceptions to this general trend include work by Kern and Hainmueller 2009 show-
ing that spillover transmissions from West Germany into East Germany tended to bolster approval of
the East German regime, Straus 2007 showing that radio signals in Rwanda were too weak to be a
likely cause of the majority of the violence, and Paluck’s 2009 field experiments in Rwanda showing
that mass media messages can act to reduce intergroup prejudice+
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Data and Methods

To subject this conjecture to empirical scrutiny, I compiled data on mass media
transmission capabilities in 177 countries for the period 1945–99+ To capture the
concept of variability in rates of mass media accessibility across societies, I con-
struct the media density index ~MDI! on a country-year basis as follows:

MDIit �
TVit � Radioit � Newspaperit

Populationit

� 100

where TVit is equal to the number of television receivers in use for broadcasts to
the general public in each country-year, Radioit is equal to the number of radio
receivers in use for broadcasts to the general public, Newspaperit is equal to the
circulation of daily newspapers ~those published at least four times a week!, and
Populationit is equal to the country’s total population+53 These three technologies
represent the most powerful vehicles for the mass production of political mes-
sages available to states in the post–World War II period,54 and thus together serve
as the ideal measure of variation in state capacities to produce soft power+

By examining variation in this quantity on a global basis, it becomes possible
to observe the tremendously unrepresentative nature of the cases that have been
referenced most frequently in the literature on mass media and mass violence+
Figure 1 shows a kernel density plot of the cross-national distribution of the media
density index as of 1989, shortly before the outbreak of civil war in Yugoslavia+
As the figure shows, Yugoslavia’s value of 40+5 is well below the global average
of 62+2 ~shown by the dashed line! for this period+ Rwanda’s value of 6+3 is even
lower, placing it among the weakest states in the system+ We should therefore not
be surprised that these countries were unable to maintain internal peace and sta-
bility, and one should also not be surprised that the normative messages that came
to dominate under these circumstances tended strongly towards vitriol and divi-
sion+ Indeed, this is precisely the pattern of political communication that the theory
I’ve articulated would lead us to expect in contexts characterized by the weakness
of mass media technologies+55

53+ The data for the media density index, in addition to the data on telephones, literacy, and
education, are taken from the Banks 2002 and World Bank 2004+ In the case of disagreements between
the two sources, I generally prioritized the Banks data, except for a small number of obvious typos+
Missing values were linearly interpolated ~but not extrapolated! within a given time series+ The inter-
polated values represent less than 2 percent of the observations, and excluding them from the estima-
tions reported below does not substantively alter the results+ Note that while mass media reception
rates in individual countries would more ideally be captured through nationally representative individ-
ual or household surveys, such data are not available on a global basis for the time period covered in
this study+ Moreover, the data sources used to construct the media density index have the added
advantage of relying on physically observable quantities rather than subjective reports+

54+ See Briggs and Burke 2002; and Mughan and Gunther 2000+
55+ See Snyder 2000; and Snyder and Ballentine 1996, for trenchant analyses of such dynamics in

democratizing states+
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Such observations clearly demonstrate the need for a global analysis of the rela-
tionship between variation in mass media strength and the probability of experienc-
ing militarized challenges to state authority+ The results reported next are based on
logistic regressions, using Huber0White robust standard errors adjusted for cluster-
ing by country+ The dependent variable, civil war onset, equals 1 for all country-
years in which a civil war started and 0 for all others+ Following Sambanis, a civil
war is defined as an armed challenge to state sovereignty in which the combatants
have publicly stated political objectives, recruits are drawn from the local popula-
tion, and the fighting causes at least 500 deaths in the first year or 1,000 deaths in
the first three years+56 This yields a list of 144 civil war onsets for the period 1945–99+

In addition to the main independent variable, the media density index, several
control variables are included in the analysis, all of which have figured promi-
nently in the literature on civil war+57 gdp per capita measures a country’s level of
economic development and wealth+ land area,58 population, and mountain-
ous terrain are included as measures of the difficulties faced by governments seek-
ing to control large populations across broad and difficult terrain+ As in most
previously reported models, these variables are log-transformed because they are
expected to have diminishing marginal effects as they grow larger+59 oil exporter

56+ Sambanis 2004+
57+ Unless otherwise noted, data for the control variables were taken from Fearon and Laitin 2003;

and Sambanis 2004+
58+ Data taken from Banks 2002+
59+ See Fearon and Laitin 2003; and Sambanis 2004+

FIGURE 1. Kernel density plot
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is a dichotomous indicator that equals 1 if a country derives at least one-third of its
export revenues from fossil fuels+ democracy is measured using the standard
twenty-one-point scale derived from the Polity IV data set,60 and democracy2 is
included to capture the “inverted-U” relationship found in some previous studies+61

Finally, ethnic fractionalization and religious fractionalization are
included to control for the presence of preexisting identity cleavages in the society+
As a check against the potential bias produced by duration dependence I also include
peace years, which measures the number of years since the last period of civil war
in a given country, along with a natural cubic spline of peace years+62 To guard
against spurious results due to reverse causation, all independent variables are lagged
by one year+

Main Results

Table 1 reports the results from the main models+ Model 1 is a baseline specifica-
tion with control variables, including gdp per capita, drawn from the previous
literature+ Model 2 removes the gdp per capita variable while adding the media
density index to the baseline specification+ Model 3 presents the combined spec-
ification, with both gdp per capita and the media density index included in a
single model+ The evidence drawn from these models is strongly supportive of
H1+ The coefficient for the media density index is negative and statistically sig-
nificant ~ p , 0+001!, indicating that higher levels of mass media accessibility are
generally associated with lower probabilities of civil war onset+ In addition to being
statistically significant, the media density index is also quite significant in sub-
stantive terms+ Holding all other variables constant at their means, a shift from the
5th percentile to the 95th percentile of the media density index results in more
than a tenfold decrease in the probability that a country will experience a civil
war, moving from a yearly onset probability of 3+2 percent to a probability of 0+09
percent+63 As Figure 2 shows, the magnitude of this effect outstrips the substan-
tive impacts of every other statistically significant variable in the model+

It is also interesting to note that once the media density index is added to the
combined model specification, the apparent impact of gdp per capita is reduced
substantially, and ceases to be statistically significant+ This is quite surprising, as
the finding that wealthy countries—those with strong material capabilities—are

60+ The scale results from subtracting the Polity IV autocracy score from the democracy score+
The scale is transformed to range from 1 to 21 ~rather than �10 to 10! to ease interpretation of the
coefficients+

61+ Hegre et al+ 2001, 33+
62+ As per the recommendations of Beck, Katz, and Tucker 1998+ Note that the results are equiva-

lent if one instead uses polynomials of peace years, as Carter and Signorino 2010 recommend+
63+ All predicted probabilities were calculated Clarify software+ See Tomz, Wittenberg, and King

2003; and King, Tomz, and Wittenberg 2000+
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less likely to experience civil war is one of the few results that has been consistent
across multiple authors and specifications throughout the civil conflict literature+64

At first glance, it seems plausible that this finding is simply an artifact of multi-
collinearity, but there are several reasons to reject that explanation+ First, while
gdp per capita is certainly correlated with the media density index, compar-
ing Model 1 with Model 3 shows little expansion in the standard error of the gdp
per capita coefficient when the media density index is added to the model,
contrary to what one would expect if multicollinearity were driving the result+65

Second, if mass media accessibility is simply serving as a ~presumably noisy!
proxy for the material capabilities produced by high levels of economic develop-
ment, then the information contained in the media density index should provide
no additional predictive leverage in selecting country-years that are likely to expe-

64+ See Sambanis 2004; and Hegre and Sambanis 2006+
65+ Moreover, a Variance Inflation Factor of 3+99 indicates that this result is not likely to be driven

by multicollinearity+

FIGURE 2. Substantive effects
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rience the onset of civil war+ To test this conjecture, I generate receiver operating
characteristic ~ROC! curves for Models 1, 2, and 3 ~see Figure 3!+ The area under
each curve, the AUC statistic, represents a measure of the overall predictive accu-
racy of each model+66 Hence the difference between two AUC statistics can be
used as a nonparametric test of the difference in predictive accuracy between com-
peting models+67

Comparing Model 1 with Model 2 reveals that when the media density index
strongly outperforms gdp per capita as a predictor of civil war onset ~ p � 0+004!+

66+ See Ward, Greenhill, and Bakke 2010 for an application of AUC statistics to the prediction of
civil conflict+

67+ The p-values reported in the text for the differences in AUC statistics are generated using the
method proposed by DeLong, DeLong, and Clarke-Pearson 1988, which corrects for the fact that the
competing models are correlated, because they were generated using the same data+ However, the use
of AUC statistics as a measure of differences in predictive accuracy has also been criticized by some
authors, especially because AUC statistics are rank-based, and thus blind to many differences in dis-
crimination that arise from variation in the absolute magnitude of predicted probabilities+ To address
such concerns, Pencina et al+ 2008 propose a measure of integrated discrimination improvement ~IDI!,
which is analogous to AUC statistics, but which is also sensitive to differences in discrimination, because
it is derived from differences in the magnitude of predicted probabilities of events, rather than differ-
ences in the rank-order of the probabilities of events+ Using this approach, the results reported in the
text are each reconfirmed: Model 2 outperforms Model 1 ~p � 0+027!; Model 3 outperforms Model 1
~ p � 0+038!; and Model 2 performs equivalently to Model 3 ~ p � 0+976!+

FIGURE 3. ROC curves
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Moreover, comparing Model 1 with Model 3 reveals that even once the informa-
tion contained in the gdp per capita variable is known, statistically significant
increases in predictive accuracy can be gained by adding the media density index
to the specification ~ p � 0+007!+ However, comparing Model 2 with Model 3 reveals
that the reverse is not the case: once the information contained in the media den-
sity index is known, no statistically significant increase in predictive accuracy
can be gained by adding gdp per capita to the specification ~ p � 0+954!+ This
asymmetry of predictive success is important for two reasons+ First, if on purely
instrumentalist grounds one cared only about accurately predicting which country-
years were likely to experience the onset of civil war, then the results indicate that
one should always prefer to make such predictions on the basis of mass media
density rather than aggregate levels of economic development+ Second, the results
demonstrate that while these two indicators are partially correlated, the predictive
successes achieved by the media density index cannot be attributed to the effects
of economic development, and that mass media technologies are likely to be the
more proximate cause of the observed reduction in civil war likelihood+

Alternative Explanations

However, given such correlations, one might still suspect that the media density
index is simply serving as a proxy for the aggregate effects of modernization,
whether through the provision of greater levels of personal wealth and life satis-
faction,68 or through the creation of an informed citizenry that can hold its gov-
ernment accountable+69 In contrast, the theoretical framework advanced in this study
explicitly claims that the unifying effects of mass media strength are not attribut-
able to the forces of material wealth, or to the production of accurate knowledge
among the citizenry, but rather to the strengthening of economies of scale in the
marketplace of ideas+ To examine this claim more closely, Models 4 to 7 add mea-
sures for aspects of modernization that are associated with broader advances in
material well-being and knowledge, but which, unlike mass media technologies,
do not generate economies of scale in the production of normative influence+Model
4 adds a count of the number of telephone lines per capita; Model 5 adds a mea-
sure of per capita adult literacy rates; Model 6 adds the per capita enrollment in
secondary schools+70 Finally,Model 7 adds a dichotomous indicator of media free-
dom coded as 1 for any country-year in which the mass media were free from
content restrictions or censorship on the part of the state+71 Table 1 reports the

68+ See Inglehart 1997; and Thyne 2006+
69+ See Gentzkow and Shapiro 2006; Hallin and Mancini 2004; Iyengar and Kinder 1987; Mullai-

nathan and Shleifer 2005; and Slantchev 2006+
70+ Data for Models 4 to 6 are taken from Banks 2002 and World Bank 2004+ See note 53+
71+ Coded by the author using the Freedom House Press Freedom Survey 2005 and Van Belle’s

1997 press freedom data+
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results+ None of newly added variables reach conventional levels of statistical sig-
nificance, and their addition to Model 3 does nothing to reduce the statistical or
substantive significance of the media density index+ In addition to demonstrat-
ing that aggregate increases in modernization and knowledge have no discernible
effect on the probability of civil warfare, these results also provide additional con-
firmation that the media density index is not simply serving as a proxy for the
presence of a more educated or more technologically advanced society, nor is it
serving as a proxy for the freedom of information+ Rather, this evidence indicates
that it is mass media technologies specifically, and their ability to generate econ-
omies of scale in the marketplace of ideas, that are responsible for the observed
decrease in the probability of civil war onset+

Still, many have argued that the effects of mass media lie primarily in the pro-
vision of information, and that mass media’s influence will therefore be felt most
strongly in the presence of high levels of media freedom+72 In other words, it could
be that while media freedom has no direct impact on the probability of civil war,
it nevertheless conditions the effectiveness of mass media density+ To investigate
this possibility, I split the observed country-years into two categories: those where
media freedom � 0, and those where media freedom � 1, and then ran separate
regressions on each subsample with the full set of control variables from Model 3+
The results indicate that the media density index exercises significant and sub-
stantial effects under both conditions ~ p � 0+007 and p � 0+03, respectively!, and
that there is no statistically significant difference in the magnitude of effects across
the conditions ~ p � 0+19!+73 In other words, mass media density continues to gen-
erate domestically pacifying effects, even in the face of state censorship+ To ensure
that this result is not an artifact of the coding procedure used to generate the media
freedom variable, I conduct the same split-sample exercise by dividing the obser-
vations into those that are above and below the global mean level of democracy+
The results are unchanged: the media density index exercises significant and
substantial effects under both conditions, and there is no statistically significant
difference in the magnitude of effects across the conditions+

Hence, whatever mechanism is responsible for the pacifying effects of mass
media density must be operating in both democratic and authoritarian contexts+
While at first glance this may seem surprising, it is precisely the pattern we would
expect to see if the effects of mass media technologies occur through the genera-
tion of economies of scale in the production of normative influence+ As Snyder
reminds us, “Not all successful modern states are democracies, but with very few
exceptions, all have had to find some way to attract the active loyalty of the major-
ity of their people+”74

72+ See Djankov et al+ 2003; and Van Belle 1997+
73+ The p-values for cross-sample comparisons are generated using Seemingly Unrelated Estima-

tion+ See online appendix for details+
74+ Snyder 2000, 46+
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It is thus important to remember that the politics of normative influence are not
confined to liberal, democratic settings+While states have adopted widely varying
“idioms” of statehood75—that is, the categories and principles through which the
right to rule is constituted—nearly all rely on the generation of voluntary compli-
ance through the production of some form of normative influence, and therefore
benefit from an increase in the ease with which such influence can be produced+
As a result, the basic dynamics of competition, cost, and scale described in the
previous section can be expected to arise under both democratic and authoritarian
institutional structures+

A similar split-sample exercise also allows one to investigate the claims refer-
enced earlier, concerning the apparent role of mass media in stoking the flames of
ethnic hatred+ That is, perhaps the broadly pacifying effects of mass media tech-
nology have a tendency to break down in the face of divisive demographic cleav-
ages+76 To investigate this possibility, I first form subsamples above and below the
mean level of ethnic fractionalization, then form subsamples above and below
the mean level of religious fractionalization, and then run separate regres-
sions on each subsample as before+ Regardless of which index of demographic
diversity is used, the results are the same: the media density index exercises
significant and substantial pacifying effects under both conditions ~ p-values rang-
ing from 0+001 to 0+025!, and there is no statistically significant difference in the
magnitude of effects across the conditions+ In other words, when viewed from a
global perspective, there is no evidence that mass media systems are generally
inclined to the promotion of collective violence, even in the face of preexisting
ethnic divisions+ The apparent relationship between mass media and ethnic vio-
lence noted in previous studies thus appears to be spurious: a flawed inference
arising from a tendency to focus on a small number of unrepresentative cases—
Yugoslavia and Rwanda, in particular—characterized by unusual levels of mass
media weakness+

Robustness Checks

To ensure that these results are robust to alternative statistical specifications,
Model 3 was reestimated, first using a rare events logit estimator,77 second using a
population-averaged GEE estimator with an AR~1! error correlation structure, and
finally using a fixed-effects specification+ In each case, the results are substan-
tively identical to those reported in Model 3, so I omit them here in the interest of

75+ Scott 2009+
76+ For quantitative analyses of the relationship between ethnic cleavages and civil conflict, see

Ellingsen 2000; and Reynal-Querol 2002+
77+ King and Zeng 2001+
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space+78 I also tested the individual components of the media density index in
separate models, and found them to each be statistically significant: radio den-
sity ~ p , 0+001!, television density ~ p � 0+04!, and newspaper density
~ p � 0+01!, with similar substantive effect magnitudes to those found for each
unit increase of the media density index+ Additional models utilized alternative
indicators of democracy from Vreeland79 and Gates and colleagues+80 These mod-
els reproduce the apparent absence of a direct effect of regime type on the proba-
bility of civil war found by these authors, but otherwise are substantively equivalent
to the models reported in Table 1+

Nevertheless, it is well known that such statistical results can change dramati-
cally when different combinations of independent variables are included in the
model+ Unfortunately, if there are a total of n independent variables, then there are
2n possible model configurations+ Traditional regression analysis leaves the reader
with no means for determining whether the presented models are actually reflec-
tive of this universe of potential model specifications, or whether they were cherry-
picked to reflect the analyst’s theoretical expectations+A recently developed solution
to this difficulty, known as Bayesian model averaging ~BMA!, averages over a
variety of potential model specifications to generate a posterior distribution of the
likelihood that each parameter will be nonzero in the best model specifications+81

Here, model probabilities are judged using the Akaike Information Criterion ~AIC!
prior+ Following the advice of Montgomery and Nyhan,82 I allow the BMA algo-
rithm to search the entire space of potential model configurations using the full set
of independent variables from Table 1, with the only restriction being that the
three cubic splines must enter or leave the specification as a group+ This generates
a search space of 65,536 potential model specifications+

The results, presented graphically in Figure 4, show the posterior probability of
inclusion—that is, Pr~b � 0!—for each independent variable+ The differences
between the media density index and the other indicators of material wealth
and modernization could not be more stark+ The media density index achieves
the highest inclusion probabilities of any of the variables considered, 99+7 per-
cent, followed closely by population at 99+2 percent, religious fractionaliza-
tion at 93+9 percent, and mountainous terrain at 92+4 percent+ In contrast,
gdp per capita fails to even cross the 50 percent threshold+ The other modern-
ization indicators, telephones, secondary education, literacy, and media
freedom do not fare much better, with posterior inclusion probabilities ranging
from 29+3 percent to 60+1 percent+ This provides further evidence that the statisti-
cal and substantive significance of the media density index in the models reported
earlier is neither a result of convenient specification choices, nor a simple artifact

78+ See online appendix for full results+
79+ Vreeland 2008+
80+ Gates et al+ 2006+
81+ See Bartels 1997; and Clyde and George 2004+
82+ Montgomery and Nyhan 2010+
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of collinearity between various indicators of economic advancement, but rather a
result of the media density index’s remarkably robust ability to predict the onset
of civil war+

Still, the framework of Bayesian model averaging, as with all regression-based
techniques, necessarily incorporates a number of functional form assumptions, par-
ticularly assumptions of linear and independent effects, which could easily be vio-
lated in this sample+As a final check of the robustness of the relationship, I therefore
use an optimized matching estimator which, due to its nonparametric form, avoids
the need for functional form assumptions altogether, while ensuring that any observ-
able factors that might have caused certain countries to be selected into high lev-

FIGURE 4. Bayesian model averaging
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els of mass media density are accounted for in the estimation of the causal effect
of mass media technologies+ To estimate this causal effect, I first dichotomize the
media density index by assigning a 1 to all observations greater than or equal to
the global median, and a 0 to all others+ To achieve optimal balance among the
covariates, I then rely on an evolutionary search algorithm known as “genetic match-
ing,” which produces optimally balanced samples by searching over a vector of
parameterized weights that are applied to each of the covariates and to an aggre-
gate propensity score, finding the set of weights that, when used to draw treatment
and control groups, minimizes the maximum imbalance among the full set of covari-
ates+83 This procedure estimates a negative average treatment effect on the treated
~ATT! of �0+216 for the high media density treatment condition, which is strongly
statistically significant ~ p � 0+001!+ In contrast, the same procedure yields a sub-
stantively small ~�0+015! and statistically insignificant ~ p � 0+378! estimate of
the effect of gdp per capita+ The clear implication is that mass media strength is
the proximate cause of the reduction in civil war likelihood that in previous analy-
ses had been attributed to the material effects of aggregate levels of economic
development+

However, such results should not be taken to imply that material forces are
unimportant to the generation and suppression of civil conflict+ Rather, they indi-
cate that gdp per capita is a poor indicator of those forces because it suffers
from excessive aggregation+ As a broad measure of economic development, this
indicator inevitably serves as a proxy for numerous dimensions of state strength,
of both the “hard” and “soft” varieties+ The key advantage of the media density
index is that it is more narrowly construed and thus allows us to cleanly isolate
the pacifying effects of soft power, ensuring that the observed effects could only
have arisen through the normative influence of communication+ The fact that gdp
per capita ceases to be statistically significant once we account for this soft power
dimension does not necessarily imply that hard power exercises no effects, but
rather that future demonstrations of the utility of hard power will have to rely on
more narrowly construed empirical indicators+

Conclusion

Taken together, the results presented in this study demonstrate that the pacifying
effect of mass media technologies represents one of the most robust empirical rela-
tionships yet discovered in the quantitative study of civil war+ In making this dem-
onstration, I also hope to have shown that there is no necessary opposition between

83+ Diamond and Sekhon 2013, 2+ The algorithm assesses balance between treatment and control
groups using paired t-tests for the dichotomous covariates and univariate bootstrap Kolmogorov-
Smirnov tests for the continuous covariates+ The p-values are calculated using Abadie-Imbens ~2006!
standard errors, which take into account the uncertainty of the underlying matching procedure+
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constructivist theory and quantitative methods+84 On the contrary, by applying a
structural empirical approach to constructivist theoretical concepts, this analysis
has sought to provide rigorous, systematic evidence for the fundamental impor-
tance of nonmaterial state capacities+ By focusing on a form of technology whose
presence is readily observable and measurable, but whose effects could arise only
through the dissemination of symbols, this evidence makes clear that the mecha-
nisms available to states for the production of influence extend far beyond the
material forces of coercion and payment+ Even in the life-or-death context of
militarized challenges to state sovereignty, the normative influence of political
communication—that is, soft power—still holds enormous sway+ Moreover, the
evidence indicates that the “mass” communication technologies of newspaper, radio,
and television have played a unique role, separate from the broader trends of eco-
nomic modernization and development, because these particular technologies have
stood apart in their ability to strengthen economies of scale in the marketplace of
ideas, and have therefore frequently functioned to tilt the normative playing field
in favor of political actors promoting broad idioms of national unity and state
loyalty+

Of course, communication technologies are constantly evolving, so we must
be wary of assuming that today’s rules will continue to operate in tomorrow’s
world+ As new technological innovations arise, states and their challengers must
constantly adapt their tactics, developing new modes of contestation as they seek
advantage in an ever-changing communicative environment+ New forms of com-
munication technology can thus be expected to generate new patterns of political
conflict+ For instance, while the centralized “mass” communication technologies
that formed the focus of this analysis have generally functioned to the advantage
of states over their challengers, it is far from clear that the same will be true of
the Internet, cell phones, and other forms of “social” media, which instead facil-
itate decentralized horizontal connections between individuals+ The results pre-
sented in this article should therefore certainly not be taken to imply that all
forms of communication technology will necessarily have pacifying effects, or
that the technological contexts of the twentieth century are likely to remain
unchanged in the twenty-first century+ Rather, they serve to demonstrate the fun-
damental inadequacy of approaches to state strength that focus exclusively on
hard power resources, while ignoring the crucial role of normative communica-
tion in the production of internal peace and stability+ They demonstrate, in other
words, that armed conflicts are not prevented through arms alone+
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